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PREFACE

The rapid growth in telecommunications in the junior and community college ,
sector of .higher education in North America seemed to call for an authoritative
analysis of what is happening, what research supports these efforts, and how
institutions might begin to utilize the newer media of communication to provide
cost-effective instruction.

The need was first articulated by Dr. James Zigerell, formerly Executive
Dean of Chicago's TV College and currently a consultant to the Instructional
Telecommunications Consortia (formerly the Task Force on Uses of Mass Media in
Learning) of the American Association for Community and Ji.inior Colleges. The
ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources acknowledged the need and sought
the assistance of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Community and Junior Colleges.

The purpose of this Information' Analysis Product is to provide current,
succinct, and accurate information regarding the, use of television, especiMly
telecourses, in two year postsecondary institutions. To provide a comprehensive
overview of the subject, the monograph is divided into three major sections: (1)
current developments in telecommunications in two-year postsecondary institutions
in the U.S.; (2) what the research says about the use of telecommunications with
adult learners; and (3) how to get started in using the new media in community and
junior colleges. , ).

A publication which hoped to fulfill its purpose with a comprehensive
coverage of the subject needed a writing team composed of specialists who have
been intimately fnvolved with the movement. For an overview of activities during
the past 10 years, we turned to Dr. Zigerell who was not only the Dean of TV
College, but- who is considered to 'be the "Dean" of telecommunications in the
postsecondary fraternity. For an overview of research, we selected Dr. James S.
O'Rourke, Assistant Professor of English at the 'U.S. Air Force Academy, who had
just finished a major study of telecourses with adult learners. And we asked Ted
Pohrte, of the Dallas County Community College District to describe the experi-
ences of community college systems which are comisitted to the use of tele-
courses. g""

k .

The format is in questions and answers. We felt that this type of
organization would aid individuals who were asking similar questions and would
assist individuals who are seeking answers and cannot take time to read an entire
publication to find help on one specific matter.

t ,

t

We appreciate the cooperative efforts which made this publication possible,
but special thanks should go to Dr. Zigerell, the initiator and general editor and to

r Barbara Minor,,ERIC/IR's editor, who coordinated the project. We are also pleased
to note the contribution of the AACJC Task Force on Uses of 'Mass Media in
Learning, which has helped to add.useful- information to the literature of this ever-
growing movement.

Donald P. Ely
Director, ERIC/IR
Syracuse, New York
December 1980 0
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS'IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
IN TWO-YEAR POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS IN THE 0.S.

James J. Zigerell

How many people enroll in college-credit ry courses and how many colleges
offer them?

The first thing to be said is there is .currently no reliable source for such
figures and no central agency that tabulates TV course enrollments or collects data
on,completion rates in the courses and the like. However, the major users of these
courses (who are ofteri producers as wel1P--large community colleges like Dallas,
Coast, Northern Virginia, and consortia of community colleges in California and on
the East Coast--do keep accurate enrollment data. There are also data on how
many texts pre'scribed for use with TV courses are sold, although it must be kept in
mind that not all credit studenti buy texts "mud some viewers who are not enrolled
do buy them. Distributors of courses keep records as to how many colleges are
continuingtusers, and how 'many are casual or one-time users.'

We do know that average enrollments in TV courses are fairly slimabout 25
students per off campus course. Large enrollments tend to%be clustered in
relatively few institutions, with two-year colleges like Dallas and corNOrtia of two-
year colleges, like the Southern 'California ConsortiUm numbering students in the
thousands every year. On the basis of the results of investigations into the
relations between two-year colleges and public broadcasting' stations by the
Station-College Executive Project -in Adult Learning (SCEPAL) and the AACJC/
Adult Learning and Public Broadcasting Project3 we can conclude that some
200,000 students enroll' nationwide in TV courses 'every year, this figure not

t including enrollments in closed-circuit TV courses on campuses (Munshi, 1980;
KresseT,1980).

A final cautionary word and a note of complaint: ,enrollment figures reported
by the projects cited above can be misleading. The AACJC studir, for example,
repbrts that about 74 percent of the nation's community colleges make use of
television, with above half of that percentage employing it for of f-cprnpus
instruction. Another study conducted by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
(CPB) and the National Center for Education Statistics reports that upwards of
1,800 of the nation's almost 3,000 colleges and universities'offered about 2,300 TV
courses in. 1979, with about a half-million enrollments (Higher Education Utiliza-
tion ... 1979). For administrators interested in the uses of TV courses as an

iFOr a detailed discussion of TV course enrollments, see .Kiki\Skagen Munshi,
Telecourss: Reflections '80 (Washington, DC: Corporation for Piblic Broadcast=
itig, 19810). This useful compendium of information about ITV' in higher education
resulted from the Station-College Executive Project in Adult Learning ( SCEPAL).

2A cooperative pr'oject conducted by Coastline Community College, KOCE-TV,
KPBS-TV, The Nebraska Educational Television Network, The University of Cali-
fornia-San Diego, and the University of Mid- America for .the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting (CP11 in 1978.

3Conducted by the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges for
the Fund for the Improvement of Postkecondaxy Education (DHEW) in 1929.
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alternative to .traditi'onal instruction for adult learners whq can studyif they
study at all--only "at a distance," these figures are of little help. The first study
does not tell us enough about how community colleges use television) and th

k enrollment figures in the second include students enrolled in .0n-campus closed-
circuit television courses. .

.

Despite the admitted imprecisions in counting enrollments, 'the fact.rernains ..

that postsecondary instructional television (ITV) is a growing enterprise. Colleges
analiniverSities are seeing mUlti-channeled cable television systems as inexpensive
ways of delivering general education credit courses, informal adult education
programs, and continuing professional education courses to audiences too narrow to
be attractive to public and commercial broadcasters. Several recently inaugurated

`national ITV prikcts also indicate that the universities are beginifing to' recognize
television, as an important tool in reaching and recruiting new kinds of 'studen ts at a
time when campus enrollment projections are bleak. The National University
Consortium (NUC), a Carnegie-funded association of seven colleges under the
leadership of the University of 'Mary larid's University College and the Maryland
Center for Public Broadcasting, is bringing British Open University (BOU) courses
to American stud nts, with the accompanying video progratiis beamed to partici-
pating public tele sion stations via satellite. About 300 students enrolled in the
first termof N.UC operations. (A single BOU course, it should be noted, translates
into nine U.S. credit hours.) Recently, too, the Walter Annenberg Foundation
announced its interest in funding, through CPB, a 15-year project during which
college-level courses would be designed for broadcast on public television
stations -- certainly eloquent testimony to the growing interest in ITV in the higher
education community.* . ..

Finally, there is the Wayne 5.tate "To Educate the Peoples' Consortium, which
uses television, weekly conferences, and periodic on-campus weekends to enable an
adult employed full time to earn a general studies bachelor's degree in as few as
four years (Feinstein and Angelo, 1977). %kith grants froM FIPSE and *A, a group
of colleges and universities, including several community colleges, has adopted the
video programs pioduced at Wayne and adapted the curriculum in general to local
needs (Lynch, 1980).

Before we go any further', will ybu tell us what a TT course is?

The design and production of TV courses leve.been greatly refined Over the
past ten years, so much so that *grams of some of the series' produced by
community college producers can hold *their own alongside general-audience
cultural programs 'preaented on ns. Many designers and producers nowadays
prefer the term "telecourse" to describe what is essentially a jeirning system for
the student, comprised of video programs (usually 30 half-hour programs), study
guides and exercise materials, textbooks, and a variety of other study aids that
may include face-to-face contacts with tutors or instructors. Courses are designed

*Since this report was written, the Annenberg Foundation has announced the
'inauguration of this 15-year project which will make some '150 million dollars
available for telecommunication materials. The Corporation for Public Broadcast-4j
4 will manage the project' in conjunction with the Annenberg. Schools of
Communication at the Universities of Pennsylvania and Southern California.

\
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with a view to presentation on open broadcast or cable; therefore, they are
produced so as to appeal to an audience looking for stimulating television fare, as
well as to credit students.

In other worts, TV courses nowadays tend to be more than a Aries of
videotaped classroom lectureidemonstrations with a textbook. llathei, they are
"telecourses," or integrated learsOg ,systems in which varied components are
coordinated to achieve carefully defined learning objectives. It should be noted,
however, that there- is nothing sacred about th'e TV course centering around 30
video programs, although. this form at works well with' the lower-division student
studying on his own. In certain courses, eight or ten video programs may very well
be enough. As'ITV becomes more widely used by postsecondary institutions and at
higher levelsrwe can_expect to see new models and formats developed.

What kinds of courses are offered on television?

Munshi.classifiei TV courses in four categories: (1) continuing professional
education, (2) general 'interest, (3) core requirement courses, and (4) other. She
admits that the categories, especially the second and third, overlap. The first
category, courses designed for people in professions and occupations required by-.
licensing agencies to update their skills periodically, is a rapidly expanding one,
although in7service courses for teachers have been presented successfully on
television for some years. "General interest"' courses range from high-demand
credit elective courses and "wrap-around" PBS series like "-The Ascent of Man" to
informal adult education series designed to enhance leisure time or improve
personal competencies. The third category, of course, covers areas required or
highly recommended for tudents in certificate and degree programs. The last
encompasses the non-cre t and remedial areas, although remedial-level television
courses thus far have pr ed to 11 more effective in motivating viewers to seek
assistance'than ih actu ly improving skills.

The Catalog of College Credit Mass Media Courses, which is published and
kept/ up to date by the -AACJC's Task Force on Uses of Mass Media in Learning
(recently reorganized and renamed the Institutional Telecommunications Consorti-
um or ITC), lists as available for lease or rental well over 1100 TV courses., The
courses listed have been designed as college-credit courses and produced for

. distribution and use outside the producing institution. Most were done by academic
--- producers alone or in collaboration with commercial organizations. Several of the

titres listed are so-called "wrap-around" courses, i.e., series like "The Ascent of
an,: "Civilisation," "Classic Theatre," and "The Long Search" converted into

credit offerings by the addition of spiecial study guides, study materials; textbooks,
and collections.of readings. Over loom° students have already enrolled for credit
in The Ascent of Man," which has been broadcast several times by PBS. stations
rid is available for institutional purchase in videocassette. '

There are courses, however, that are a little difficult to fit into Munshi's
categories unless we stretch the core_ requirement area a bit to include
introductory ;level' courses in such career Cress as business and computer science.

As indicated, there is a growl g demand for programs in continuing profes-
sional education, e.g., in the health sciences; -haw, real estate, and other service
areas. Some. special agencies, for-. ofit businesses, are now springing up to meet
this need. Some universitiese.g., South Carolina, MIT, Stanford, and Illinois

8
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Institute of Technology--offer graduate-level courses on videocassettes or via
instructional television fixed service (ITFS), a high-frequency transmission that
requires special reception equipment. These courses, aimed at business personnel
or engineers as they study in their places of employment, are simply videotapes or
broadcasts of lectures as they

of
presented in a cliSsrooin to a group of students.

Yet they satisfy the needs of working professionals desirous of earning graduate
degrees or advanced qUalific-ations.

What kinds of courses attract the largest enrollments?

What follows may seem a circuitous way of answering a straightforward
question, but some background is necessary.

A lack of coherent curriculum planning is. a problem that has p'agued
producers and users of TV courses over the years. This has been so even though,
over the past 20 years, j,t has been apparent that the students who enroll in TV
courses off-campus; like their fellows enrolled in conventional classes, are in
pursuit of the degrees, certificates, and credentials that open pathways to success
and prospeRity.in our society, regardless of their age. Men and women willing to
devote the time and effort to completing a college-credit TV course usually do so
to achieve a concrete goal, to move a step further toward a degree or certificate.
The television viewer interested only in satisfying intellectual curiousity usually
remains a viewer, or, if he does enroll, does so as a non-credit student to acquire
Study materials.

For one reason or another, too often in the past course planning has been on a
hit-or -miss basis, with little thought given to planning and designing the articulated
sequences of courses that would enable TV student' to complete at least significant
portions of the entry-level requirements, i.e., the required or recommended
introductory courses in the humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences that,
make up the common core of studies in most colleges. The Britislt Open University
has flourished, not only because it offers opportunities for higher education in a
country where such education has traditionally been closed to most people, but also
because its 'degree-oriented programs are built around an articulated series of
foundhion courses.

A look at credit ertrollmeets in "The Ascent of Man," one of the most highly
acclaimed of/the general cultural series, can be instructive in this respect. The
size of enrollment is related to whether the college offering .credit labels the
course as one that satisfies some definite curricular requirement, or as an elective
that does, not serve ally credentialing purpose. ,lied Glenn, the dean of Miami-
Dade's Open College, sums up the issue of what makes a TV course "popular" with
credit students when he comments that "volume of credit enrollments is most
often a function of a courSe meeting ggneral or program requirements and not

\cnecessily a measure of 'popularity'." Still another inference can be drawn here.
Although students who enroll in TV courses for credit may shade som of the traits
of the audiences that are regular PBS viewers, one should not assume that regular
PBS viewers will enroll in TV courses. For one thing, many ol. these viewers
already possess coliege degrees, and thus lack an incentive to enroll.

4Unpublished memorandum, December 1978.
0
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One thing more shoUld be noted at this point. We can learn-something from
the experience of the Chicago TV College, which succeeded in attracting large
enrollments year after year because it offered a sequenced program leading to the
twotyear associate's degree, in addition to having the inestimable advantage of a
population base of some six million. But TV College officials learned early on that
frequent repetition of the same courses led to sharp reductions in enrollment, with
the consequent increases in cost (Zigerell ina Chausow, 1974). What this means is
that sufficient time must be allowed to elapse between, offerings of the same
course - -a year and a half tO-two years--if the prime target is the mature adult
studying at home on his own. The supply of-this iOnd of student does not renew
itself eac Septern er as does--or, at least, did until recently--the supply df 18-and
19-year olds.

at is the TV Student like?
. Let's start by noting that-NT, courses are not designed for the "average"

student of normal college age who would require some form of regular face-to-face
instruction and support to insure his success. Nor is the TV credit -course suitable
for someone with serious deficiencies in reading or basic learning skills unless,
again, a good deal of race-to-face interaction can be built in. ,

The long and short of it is that TV study is not for everyone. The hard fact .is
that withdrawal rates in TV courses tend to be distressingly high, sometimes 50
percent or even higher in community colleges. Even after allowing for the
relatively high_attrition rate inevitable in an open - admissions institution like the
community college and for extraneous factors that affect TV students more
seriously than they do clasJroom, studentse.g.,,delays in obtainihg textbooks or
delays in the mailwe must conclude that success in TV courses iresupposes a high
level-of maturity and mere self-discipline than the normal teenage student has.

,..

The profile of the successful TV student has remained pretty much the same
over the years,. The characteristics of students who enroll in llallas County
Community C011ege District TV courses, as described by Dallas researchers, are
typtcal-of most. Average age is about 30, and most are employed outside the home
or are full-time housewives. ''More women than men enroll, and a ditproportionate-

. ly large, number are CauceSians. Most have incomes in excess of $15,000 per
annum. More than 85 percent are high school graddates, and about 50 percent have
had some previous college wodiaTV Close-Up ... , 1978). With som eexceptions
e.g., a study of the\ Maryland College of the Air reports that men outnumber
-women two to one (Rhines, 1977)--these are the lineame ts confirmed all over the
country. In socioeconomic terms, this is a lower middle-c ass profile. The outlines
are blurred, of course, kniplaces wherelirge numbers of st ents of normal college

ve ' age take TV courses along with their conventionaLcourses, or where there are large
numbers enrolled in unusually affluent areas, as in Southern California's Orange
County.

A word should be saiel alWit the distrtssingly low number of blacks and
4- HispaniCs who enroll in TV courses. Even in stch institutions as City Colleges of

Chicago and Miami-Dade, where minotity groups make up more than' half of the
total enrollment, thiltorities forM a very small part of TV and other open learning
enrollments. It sheild be noted, too, that some authorities in the United Kingdom
are disturbed by the low numbers of blue collar workers, people deprived of all
opportunities for higher education in their youth, who enroll in British Open
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University courses. Ironically, the bulk of the ejirollments is made up of teachers
and technicians* in search of higher, qualifications. Some BOU officials explain
away the irony by arguing that the teachers and technicians are themselves the
childref of working class parents and thus have their roots'in the blue collar class.

Dow veil do TV students do in their Courses, particulitly as compel-Lod with .

.0regular, students?

The simple answer, one that often occasions a snicker from less well - disposed
questioners, is that'TV students do as well in their TV courses as students of
comparable age and ability do in conventionally taught equival;nt courses.... During.
the 195.0s and 60s, Schramm and others investigated various aspects qf how viewers
learn from and are affected by television. Many of the ektensive studies conductad,
on Student performance in TV courses (thin the elementary grades through college
are described in Survey of Research in Instructio al TV and Film (Reid and
McLennan, 1967).

Among the most sophisticated of the perform cestudies carried out at the
postsecondary level were those done at Chicago's College beiween 1957. and
1960 (Erickson and Chausow, 1958, 1959, 1960). The Chicago investigators added
some important qualifications to the usual glib "no significant difference." conclu-
sion of most other studies. They found, in the words of a still later Chicago report,
that: .

I1 7

(1) The at-hom 4,TV student, who is typically a highly motivate d mature
adult, tends to outperform his counterpart in age and ability taking
evtrning courses on campus; and (2) the unselected student or normal
college age watching a TV course in the classroom will not perform
satisfactorily Unless he is supplied with follow-up Instruction on a
regular basis. (Zigerell and Chausow, 1974, p. 8)

In comparing the TV student's performance with that of the student in the
classroom, the Chi'cago researchers administered common examinations and con-
trolled the important teacher 'variable" .by having the teacher who presented the
TV course present the same course to the conventional class involved in the study.

(
These Chicago findings have been substantively corroborated by later surveys

at Dallas, toast Community, and the University of Mid - America (UMA). Future
studies should, in fact, show improved performance. As Leslie Purdy, a Coast
Community College District researcher and instructional" designer, predicted in a
forum at the AACJC's annual cObvention in 1978, now, that the TV course designers
are learning how to coordinate the video and non-vidto components of courses and
match .course components to particular instructional goals, students should show
both improved petformpce and increased satisfaction.

The real breakthrough for TV course designers will come if and *hen
students, given %the choke of taking a conventional course or a TV course, choose
the latter.

..e
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Can the entertainment featurei of 'Sesame Street' he adapted to College
level credit courses? r'

This is a version of another perennial question: Can a TV program 'both
entertain and instruct at the some time Some college-level course designers, with
the astoundingsuccesses of "Sesame Street" in mind, have sum:pied to give video
programs of a course in, say, accounting, fast -paced entertainment values. For
their _pains, they kncurred the displeasure of serious-minded adult students more
interested in learning the principles of accounting than in being amused by the
anticsof professional TV performers. I ,

When "Man and Environment" was presented by Chicago's TV Coljege, local
officials decided to produce 30 lowrkeyed programs hosted by a teacher to
complete a two - semester sequence. The Miami-Dade course was a pioneering
effort, one of the first college-credit courses produced which was deliberately
designed .to exploit the affective and entertainment properties of the TV trMium.
Davit Giltrow, theri an instturtional designspecialist with the TV college, seized
the opportunity to assess student attitudes toward the two contrasting instructional
approaches represented in the series, i.e., the teacher - directed, didactic approach
of thelChicago produced programs, and the highly visual, lively documentary style
used by Miami. programs. An appropriate questionnaire was devised, and follow-up
interviews. were conducted with a' sample of the credit students. All of the
students reported that they foutid the Miami programs easy .to watc and11

inSorrpative. But most4also reported that they found the hicago "talking ad"
teacher valuable ih summarizing, synthesizing, 'and imposing structure on the

, l material, taught. When pressed to give the gist cif a Miami program, an informant..

was able, to recall only visual sequences. or images. In short, Students indicated
that they preferred a mixture of the styles (Duby Ad Giltrow, 1976).

,
We should 'keep in mind that the generalraudience series converted into

successful college-credit courses feature such authority figures as,Jacob Bronowski
or Kenneth Clark, bOth teachers and TV personalities. For the most part--except
for programs like the current "Shakespeare Plays" or "Classic 'Theatre," where the
play forms the core of the course--video is best used to stimulate interest inn
area, supply illustrations and demonstratitins, and help pace a student's progrig,
especially if he or she has little or no contact with people on campus.

. .

Can student success or failure in a TV course he predicted?

This frequently aske$ questiojt was answered by implicatiop when we
sketched the -profile of the successful TV student' above. Maturity and self-
discipline"are the marks.of a.successful student WM, for reasonsof convenience of
personal preference, studieb on his own and heeds only the barest'tninimum of face.:
to-face support. The British 0.pen University recognizes the importance of
personal maturity in distance study, and permits only,students over21,,, to enroll in

the regular degree-oriented4rograrn. The sou also screens students with
deficiencies-in bask skills, encouraging them to enroll in preparatory courses
before they try their }midi-at the dem anding'curriculum. tc.The.U.S. version of the
IOU, the Natidnal University Consortium, is following the lead of this model in
imposing age limits screening for deficiencies. In fact, any reputable
institutiMi discourage dents who are obviously immature or who show little sign
of academic aptitud enrolling in TV courses that require lirgely independent

`study.

12
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-The ,increasing numbers of less Mature students who are taking TV courses
along With their conventional courses pose a special problem for the TV course
administrator. As the Chicago TV College Studies demonstrated, strong patterns of
instructional support are necessary to assure their success. And ail indications are
that, with spiraling fuel costs soon to make daily trips to campus prohibitively
expensive and with multi--channel cable TV reaching into more and more American
homes, more _students will be combining conventional classroom study with TV
courses. The lessen to be learned from the experience of others is plain: the
"typieal" student of normal college age in this kind of program will have to be
provided with such additional support as face-to-face conference's, telephone
consultations, computer-based tutoring and testing, and/or self-scoring progress
tests.

Signs of responsibility and a high degree of motivationas'well as a record of
achievement in the pastseem to be the surest predictorS of success in TV courses.
Another Chicago TV College study investigated student characteristics that
forecast success, and found that most of the TV at-homo_students who completed
the course successfully were, those who had returned, early in the term, a
questionnaire soliciting information on what difficulties (if anX) they were encoun-
tering in finding textbooks, getting icourse materials, and the like (Giltrow and
Duby, 1976).

Do we know what happens to students who take TV courses?

Any attempt to answer this question must be prefacred by an admission of
vast ignorance since, unfortunately, very few ,longitudinal studies of the kind
required to supply this information have been conducted. Most ITV projects have
not been in operation continuously long enough to provide the depth, and, even if
they had, few have sufficient personnel and money resources to ,take on such an

investigation. e
1,

But the experience of most institutions warrants this conclusion: many-of the
students who t4ee TV. courses transfer later on int9 conventional programs of
study. A definite pattern revealed by annual surveys, of 'graduates of the City
Colleges of Chicago shows most TV College students turning up in courses on
campus after having completed, at most, lour or five courses on TV. With tits
pattern currently being replicated at,gallas and Coast, a strong case can be made
to suspicious facades for TV as a recruiter of students for regular on- campu.
programs, as well as a whetter of appetites for further higher-education.

In 1963, after a full seven years of operation, the Chicago TV actIlege mailed
out a .follow7up tiuestionnaike to about 700 graduates of the City Colleges .of
Chicago who had completed all or part of their course work via TV. In addition to
being polled zoiiirrtattitudes towards their TV courses; they were asked about
their subsequ ducWonal experiences. Most of the 300 who responded indicated
that they. had fauna their TV courses both demanding and satisfying; and many
volunteered the information that they had found their TV course_simuch more
tightly organized and better presented than the courses they had taken in the

.classroom. As Might be expected, the more courses they had taken on TV, the
more they fpvored such courses. Thus, those who had taken the equivalent of a
year's work through TV courses preferred TV study to classroom study, while those
who had taken only a few TV courses inclined toward conventional study. Even
more gratifying for TV College administrators was the report by those who had

3
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gone onto other colleges and universities that they had performed at the same
level in their advanced work as they had in their TV courses (Erickson et al., 1964,
p. 18).

Perhaps this is the place to issue a caveat. Despite all the curent talk about
enabling people to earn degrees in non-traditional ways, there is little evidence
that sizhble numbers of students, given the opportunity, would complete lengthy
sequences of non-traditional study on a part-time basis. However, with the advent
of video-related programs like the National University Consortium and the Wayne

%.,State To Educate the People Consortium, perhaps we can expect that more adults
will move"all the way to bachelor's degrees in non-conventional ways.

There are so many. conventional study opportunities available for the part-
time student in this country that it is only reasonable to expect adults who are not

of" *barred permanentry from conventional programs byiphysical handicap% or confirak
ment of one kind or another to combine conventional and non-conventional modes.
of study. Once again, the long-term experience of the Chicago TV College.is
instructive. Itwas possible in Chicago, until about 1976 ort. 1977, to complete an
entire two-year college program by taking TV courses at ,home. Of the approxi-
matePy 500 tn4n ind women who availed themselves of this opportunity over a 20-
year period, about 375 were'inmates of the four penal institutions served by tle TV
College program, and another 25 or so were people who were homebound because
of physical or other handicaps.

The paucity.....? f research in this area leaves sotle important questions
unanswered: Do peolile who have,completed all or significaNt_Rortions of,TV-based

rother non-conventional programs adapt easily to ;conventionally presented
lvanced programs? Are they as well prepared as gradu`oteo of conventional

programs? and What difficulties do they have, if any, in finciilig, acceptance for
their unconven,tionally,earned credits?.

chat is the overall college-level 1,111, picture in the U.S. and abroad? ik

We have referred several tinies to the acceleration of ITV activity n U.S.
higher education. Much of,the activity, it is true, is still confined to the two-year
community college- -not surprising in that these colleges have a strong commitment
to "openness" and reaching out to hitgertscr-enserved men and svpmen: The AAJC's
Instructional Telecommuniadtion Consortium (ITC), a corsporisor of this publica-
tion, now includes about ZO institutional and consortial members. The consortia
involved are Urge ones, representing more than 75 colleges in the f4ew york-New

areas the San Francisco Bay area, and Southern California. The institutional
members are large n districts located in all the major regions of the
country except tilt, PaT. Pc Northwest. Among the current members are the major
two-year college producers of TV materials: Dallas,' Coast, Miami-Dade, the
Southern California Consortium for Community College TV) Los Angeles, the
Milwaukee Area Technical College, Northern Virginia, and Puerto Rico, which
produces bilingual video materials. It anticipated, on the basis of inquiries from
prospective members, that ITC membership will expand to 30 or more with a year.

A group of community college a
recently recommended that the origi
as a permanent agency ,within the A
distinctive interests of the growing

$ .

istrators and state education authorities
Task Force be expanded and restructured

C3C, so as to 'O)e more responsive to the
number of community colleges that are

14
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becoming regular users of TV courses. Colleges that make TV courses part of their
instructional program year after year, but have no desire to become producers of
materiaK themselves, feel the need for a voice in curriculum and content, planning.
This is the genesis of the current ITC.

.16

As already noted, the activities of the National Uni'versity Consortium-and
the Wayne State Consortium are strong signs of the increased interest in uses of
television in upper-division t6ducation. The University of Mid-America has an-
nounced its plans to' dissolve its present consortill base of seven midwestern
universities and become a free- standing American, Open University that would
award degrees to qualified .students who present credits earned through examina-
tion, appropriate life experience, technology-based study (includinealr courses),
and conventional study at other colleges and universities. The Annenberg Founda-
tion's much publicized interest in supporting the production of university-level TV
courses through the Corporation for Public Broadcasting has excited a good deal of
interest. At the tirneOf writing, no decision as to what direction the project will
take has yet been made, although 'various agencies are now engaged in fact finding
for the Annenberg Foundation and CPB.

Several factors have helped to stimulate the acceleration of ITV activity.
With declining enrollments, the interest in using television to reach new students
has probably never been keener among colleges and universities, and every major
higher education association now has a standing committee or task force on TV and
technology-based instruction.

The new delivery technologies are also sparking enthusias'm for ITV. Munici-
palities awarding franchises to cable televisiqn operators require, as a matter of
course, that a channel or channels be dedicated to education and cosnmunity
service. Videocassette players, which become less expensive each year, are now
common sights in public libraries and comthunii.y centers, and can easily be placed
wherever there are people interested in taking T courses, e.g., .hospitals, police

,and fire stations, business and government . offices, or company lunchrooms,
Inexpensive videodiic players will also become//common in the near future. Then
too, there is .the broadcast satellite, which xfow brings events from all over the
world into our homes as they occur. Early in 1981, the Public Broadcasting Service
(PBS) will inaugurate a special educational/instructional service, PTV3. Every flay
a-tatellite will beam several hours of postsecondary-level programming, including
college courses, to PTV stations and cooperating cable systems, which have several
options. These prop-Anis can, 1r transmitted to viewers in their homes and
elsewhere as they 94me off the satellite, or they can be recorded for later
broadcast or for use'in closed-chrcuit modes.

1, ,
. For that matte the Appalachian Satellite Authority, which has a particular

interest'in the 'in- ,service training of teachers and health professionals in rural
areas, is already using a satellite to bring college courses and a variety of
instruction l programs to its constituency. Special groupsusually fort-profit
organizationsare alpo now being formed to produce video materials for continuing
professional and occupational education, and we can expect to see much more pf
this kind of prograthming carried op television.

Outside the tr.S., of course, tbe picturewis dominated by the British Open
University, certainly one of the most exciting educational ventures of our time. As
is well known, the BOU was planned by the Labor government of Harold Wilson and
masterminded by Jennie Lee, a Labor minister of culture and education. It was
established, with some reluctance and considerable reservations, by the ConserSa-

1
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tive government that; succeeded Wilson, to provide a first-rate degree-oriented
program for the many men and women deprived Of educational opportunities in
their youth. Television and radio, both controlled by the government in Great
Britain, were to be used for some of the instructional delivery. In a society where
higher education has always been elitist and educational opportunities much
scarcer than in the U.S., the BCTU caught on immediately. Some 65,000 students--a
limit set by the governmentnow enroll, and over 21,000 have received degrees in
the ten years of its operation.

Based on solid interdisciplinary foundation courses, the BOU curriculum is
demanding and distinctive, and the printed materials prepared for the courses are
uniformly excellent. TV programs, especially in the humanities and the social
sciences, are often first rate. Howevgi, for a number of reasonsincluding cost
television has become a smaller and Waller instructional component as time has
passed. Fbr dome courses, only as few as four or five video, programs are produced.

BOU is by far the most emulated of the world's open learning projects.
VerIsions of it can be found as far afield as Costa Rica and Hong Kong, with the
Saudi Arabians now planning one of their own. Most, however, do nA tell as
heavily on television at the U.S. projects do. One reason for this, of course, is that
in many of the developing nations interested in open lealning, television is not
widespread or accessible to ordinary citizens. lodged, in some of the countries
involved, there is not yet a reliable postal system for the .delivery of correspon-
dence lessons.

With the education of adults "at a distance" a snowballing movement on a
worldwide scale--an important manifestation of. international interest in lifelong
learning as we move into they new centurywe can expect that interest in and user\
of ITV as a component of open learning piograms will continue the curtent trends.

et
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/
RESEARCH ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS

AND THE ADULT LEARNER

'limes S. O'Rourke IV'

What kind of research has been done in this area?

Television, in the view of many who ought to knoWl is destined to become
part and parcel of the process of education, particularly in postsecondary educa-
tion.

.
. James NA Martin r(1978) feels that the-- future of education-both in this

country and abroad - -is inextricably linked with technology. He tells us, in fact,
that the only way out of many of. the predicaments in which we now find ourselves
is not less technology,. but more. That, of course, is where television comes in.

..S

A substantial amount of research has been done since the early 1950s on the
role which various learning aids may play in the process-of education. Television,
in Particular, has been awarded its share of atterltiof.i in the classroom, the
laboratory, and in the field.

The past 30 years of research into learning from audiovisual materials,
including television, has produced a number of studies, virtually all of which point
to some measurable impact on the cognitive, affective, and behavioral processes of
the learners involved. That is to say, we know for certain that television and other
audiovisual media do not have a null or unmeasurable effect on the learner. We
know for certain that when students are exposed to telemediated instruction, they
are affected in areal and measurable way by what they see and hear.

Literally dozens of studies in recent years have sought to isolate the impact
and measure the value of the various attributes of audiovisual media,' including
such things as color, pictures, motion, sound, and feedback. The results of these
'efforts appear to be mixed, and a thoipugh understanding of .television's value as an
adult instructional medium may well depend on the degree to which educators are
able to exploit its stronger educative characteristics without, falling into the
numerous attractive instructional traps which appear to exist.

What are the instructional values of the various attributes of AV media
that are found in television?

Despite the fact tha t educational researchers have been unable to isolate one
set of instructional variables or media attributes which are mostieffective for all
learning situations or all learning groups, a number of studies haye sholfn certain
variables or media attributes to be of value in specified learning circumstances.

Visuals. Television is, of course, a visual medium and m ay be used to
communicate images or concepts when language is 'referentially insufficient, either
because the, intended audience has not yet learned the concept or because the
concept does not exist in the audience's language (Levie and Dickle, 1973, p. 863).

In simple recall tests, Lieberman and Culpepper (1 65) and lett and Wilcox
(1968) found pictorial material to be superior to verbal aterial. Pavio, Rogers,

8
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and Smythe (1968) provide similar evidence and seem to think that pictures may be
more memorable because they are encoded in both verbal and nonverbal memory.

Samuels (1967) demonstrated that pictures may be as prompts for the
recognition of unfamiliar words but cautioned that picturesdmay also miscue or
divert attention from textual materials. Assuming that written instructional
materials are employed before and after the use of television, and not concurrent-
ly, Samuel's, findings should pose no problems. .

.....4

There is a value to visuaLrnaterial which goes beyond pare recall and test
score comparisons, however, and that is the qualitative difference which it may

. ring to the instructional task. Baker and Popham (1965) found that adding
pictorial embellishments to verbal material did not increase learning, but resulted
in, higher ratings for interest and enjoyment. Watching visual images on a TV
screen may be, frankly, more enjoyable than reading about the lesson material in a
text, no matter how engaging or fascinating the written material.

While research findings have demonstrated' that visual materials may be used
to illustrate arid teach material having specific real-world referents, and while it
has also been shown that visual materials may facilitate both comparison and quick
recall as well as increased enjoyment and interest in the lesson, the use of both
aural and vival materials together--as in televisionmay have certain synergistic
advantages not possessed by either channel alone.

Audio and Video Together. A number of researchers have compared the
instructional value of aural and visual materials with mixed results. In their review
of the literature in this area, Ilevie and Dickie found audio messages superior to
visual messages just about as frequently as the reverse was true (1973, p. 868).

One important finding in this area, however, is that there are learners who
may be identified as "visual attenders" )and those who may be identified as "aural
attenders" (Irige,rsoll," 1970). That is to say, when information is presented
simultaneously through two -channels, certain learners were found to recall more
visual stitpuli, while others 'were found to recall more auditory stimuli. The
implication here seems clear: while aural material may serve to explain or
reinforce visual information; it may also reach a significant number of -learners
who do not reidily attend to visual material.

.
Ingersoll's work was preceded. by the research of May and Lumsdaine (1958)

whith indiCated that learning' may,,be enhanced by word-picture combinations.
Likewise, 'Severin (1967) discovered when testing for recognition. that a word plus a
related picture combination was superior to either alone, and that a combination of
an unrelated picture plus a word was inferior to either alone. For instruction by
means of television, then, it seems apparent that both audio and video are of
significant value when presented .together, as long as they are related. Either
channel may, carry the prime thrust of the message, while the other channel' serves
as reinforcement.

. . r
Color. Some years ago, Rudy Bretz asked, "If color TV is worth over three

times as much as black-and-white to_a viewing family, why shouldn't color TV be
worth three times as much in'instructionr (1971, p. 51). The answer to that
question is not particularly easy.

.
.

Over the past 30 years; considerable research has been conducted into the
. effects of color on learning. Reid and MacLennan (1907), Kanner (1968), Bretz
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(1971), Tolliver (1970), and Schramm(1972) all seem to agree that, with' few
exceptions, the majority of studies have shown no significant differences between
the values of color and monochrome in televised instruction.

A series of studies by Joe Kanner (1962) revealed that groups who watched
black ;and -white television learned just as much as groups who watched the same
programs in color becauge the colors, where they were important to the objective,
had been identified verbally. Where color was not important to the objective, the
reason was more obvious: color produced no additional effect over black-and-white
because none of the evaluation criteria depended on color knowledge or recogni-
t ion.

There have been a clamber of empirical findings; however, which seem to
demonstrate that the addition of color in programming does facilitate reaming:
Weiss and Maigolius (1954), Green and Anderson (1956), Peterson and Peterson
(1957), Bourne and Restle (1959), and Saltz (1963). In a series of studies between fk
1967 and 1970, Dwyer found color to be an important instructional variable for ,
improving student achievement of specific educational objectives.

Rudnick, Porter, and Suydam concluded in 1973 that while color frequently
doei not contribute Ito learning, iaoay be useful when it is employed to emehasi e
learning cues. They also note that learners generally prefer color and that viewe
emotions are often affected by the presence of color in televised instruction
26).

For instructional purposes, then, television in color is more attractive and
interesting for the vievr, but is generally not considered to be more effective
than similar content broadcast in black-and-white, except in 'special circumstances
where learning may be entirely or partially dependent upon color, or where
effective may be important to the learning situation.

Motion. Comparisons of moving pictives with equivalent static versions
usually show no difference in learning except when the concept to be learned deals
with motion, or change; then, of course, the moving version is superior .(Silverman,
1958). \ 4

Houser, Houser, and Van Mondfrans (1970) found that when motion was a
defining attribute a a concept, moving pictures werelluperior to slide presenta-
tions. Weintraub (1968) found an overall superiority for motion pictures as
compared with equivalent still pictures over a range of subject-matter content and
instructional objectives, but particularly in the instances where the conPnt
entailed motion itself and when motion helped the viewer separate an important
figure from ground.

These and other studies have demonstrated the circumstances under which
motionlmay contribute to learning. Thus, if television is to make a meaningful
contribution to learning, justifying the added expense at which it provides
movement in the visual presentation, it should take advantage of this at tribute by
depicting lesson-related thaterial which involves movement or chagge.

. .

Feedback. Two important attributes of programmed materials identified by
Levie and Dickie axe provisions. for tearer response`anablimmediate feedback. "It
seems reasonable," they write, "that giving the learner practice in .what he is
expected to do and informing him of his success or -ionize should facilitate
learning.' (1973, p. 875).
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In their review of several 'dozen st'udies dealing with the value of active

f- responding during a televised lesson, Levie and Dickie note that_ about half of them
%

resulted in no differences in post-test achievement, while about a third of them
showed overt responding to be superior; a few others favored covert responding
(1973r p. 876). Other researchers, including Schramm*(1964).kHolland (1965), May

. (1965), Anderson (1967), Popham (1969), and Gagne and Roviher 11969) seem to
4gree. , , . . .\ . . . .

Researchers such as Guthrie have found that feedback or knowledge of
results which provides the correct answer is better than simply telling the learner
that he was wrong.. *Generally,* they say, *knowledge of results is beneficial to the

../'-' degree that it adds to information",(1970, p. 876). 6

Mat are the general ilndinge about te islora

Reviewers such as Hoban andsVan Ormer (1950), May and Lt1111 sdai ne (1958),
Reid and' MacLennan (1967), Levie and Dickie (1973), and Allen (1974) have
discovered that, when properly implemented, instructional sogratni employing
audiovisual materialstelevision includedban have a positive and measurable
impact on the learner. Most of them conclude, however, that there is no single
identifiable attribute or variable inherent in these.,instructional thedia which can
account for more learning actoss time than any other. Most researchers further
conclude that there is no combination of presentational circumstances or instruc-
tional variables which is best for all learning soups.

What these studiei tell us is something we've known intuitively for years
learners are individuals and they will respond in unique and different ways to
learning materials. These findings applrto television just as they have'applied to
other educational devices and strategies over the years.

'
TherOseems little question that the audiovisual characteristics inherent or

employable in television can be of instructional value, but the research points to
some important

Reviewers such as Chu and Schramtnt (1967), °Niger (1968), Blakely (1974),
and Conistock (1978) point out the fact that televised materia) has been shown to
have a measurable effect on the cognitive,"affective, and behavioral processes of
the viewing audiencijust as other audiovisual materials do--b hose effects can
differ according to age, subject matter, aptitude, and tither variables
related' to the presentation.

Television, these people,say,, can be used to teach ne ly any subject matter
where one-way communication will contribute to learning, 'ht.gin virtually everyt
one of hundreds of studies comparing televised instruction with face-to-face
insructign, no discernable significant differences resulted between the two ar
proaches. Does this mean that television doesn't, work in such instances? Not at
all. What it means is that there is no difference in learning in such situationsan
important distinction to educators lookihg for alternative approaches to instruc-
tion.

'S N
Television 'tan achieve a number of important objectives for educators, and

can provide the student with learning experiences not readily available in other
forms. As George Gordon noted some years ago, however, no,essential qr even

..
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significantchange is made in the quality of teaching by he televisidn instrument.
Television cannot make a bad lesson any better, nor can it rescue a program which
is not achieving its educational objectives for other, more serious reasons: In
Gordon's view, "Television's power ... lies largely in,its ability. to trarmit the
humanity of individuals andtheirs unique talents through time, and space." ,Not bad,
provid*d we can find people witli.tale,t.worth transmitting (1970, p. 120 -121).

Instructional television has en `used as ari integral part of a Vide variety of
educational programs for learners from six to 60 around' the world in support of a
full spectium of instrattional objectives. _Almost invariably, where it is being used
the most effectively, television has been built into a complete teaching - learning
system. That is to say, television is almost never able to accomplish the entire
educational task alone. Sure, there are instances in which television has been used
successfully to educate, without the aid of correspondence materials, classroom
teachers, personal counseling, or instructional devices, but the success stories are
vastly outweighed by the failures in this realm, "and usually at an enormous cost as

4

o '

What are the r,,lationships between the medium, presentation fora, and
content? a.

Television has its share of success stories, though, bath in the classroom as a
part of..a larger instructional program, as,well as outside the formal classroom in
such projects as Britain's Open University, the University of Mid- Aierica, and
Chicago's TV College. t).

In these instances, television hasohown its ,power to bring instructs On in a
variety of subjects to vastly differtnt groups of people striving for ..markedly
different educationahobjectiyes...Butl-was it television alone which accounted for
the success.? And, is it possible that another m.edium could have been ysed with

....

Li similar andsuccess an perhaps a lower Cost'? ...

Sr

k

A number of researchers in this area, such,as Toiti and Ball" (1969)tcaution
against confusing the effects of -medium, presentation 'form, and content. Their
message is important; and it must be acknowledged that various other audiovisual
media may well be able to obtain the same educational results as,televIsion.' The
element at Work in such circumstances, according to Tosti. and Ball, m0 be the
form in which ihe message is presented, or it -may be the medium itselfthey. are - ,.

really separate phenomena., Thus, television irnot necessarily the .e onlyanswer for .
educators seeking an improvement, in learning. Administrator4should be skepticol
of claims that "television is eke only answer to our problem" or assertions that 5o
other niedium can do the job that TV can do.", The claims may well be correct
under the right circumstances, but considering the levels of technology involved,
not to mention the iz ble sums of money, administrators, would do well. to move
cautiously in the c p of those who extoll thee virtues of television to the.... A . .
complete exclusion of ther educational strategies. . ...., ..

I. ..

What are some of things which television cannot do?

By and large, there is a great number of things which television cannot do,
and the video zealots who inhabit each of our institutions have done no favors
either for television or our students by claiming omnipotence for.the medium.

22
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.Specifically, we should recognize 'that teleirision cannot rescue a failing V
educational program, nor can it resuscitate a dying institution.' It looks jazzy. and
it creates the, impression of being both instantaneous and important, but television
simply cannot make a bad prbgram any better.

Television works best when it's applied to educational programs which are
well-defined, carefully planned, and profesSionally executed. We've all seen the'
instructor who'll say, "Gee I dunno . this lesson looks pretty weak. I think ru add
a videotape." Will, that help? Not likely. That is, unless the videotape was
specifically scripted,. shot, and designed With that instruetor's subject matter,
students, and educational objectives in mind. Since it's now the night before he has
to teach the.lesson, chances that he has found just the right thing for his students
are fairly slim. 1

-4.
4 *

. We should,recognize, further, that' not all students have the same levels of
motivation, apprehension, and retentive capacity. To be perfectly truthfcll, that .
statement applies to one classroom full of sophomore- English. Literature students.,
as well as it does to the vast, unseen audience for "Sunriie Semest. each.,

i- .morning. .........-'
.- It

, The point here is that we're pot all driven by the same forces to learn and
,,remember. We're not interested in the subject matter ilk-precisely the same way.

And, of copse, we don't all have the same powers of storage, retention, and recall.
Soldiers, sliilors, and airmen are inftliivated hi a much different way than (factory
workers aret and _ thextre bothidiffepnt-in their motivation from c6llege students,'
elementanAschoof children, and adults 'enrolled in a night-school course. ..,... . i

. ,

Television doesn't do well with large amounts of information, highly detai141
...

slate, complex,munbers, figures, or relationships, or with Material which requiTes
.. 'extensive_ time and eye-scan to comprehend. It's hard for' the TV screen to' deal

witpanoramic views, busy visual patterns, or simultveous multiple" images..It is,
as we've heard for yeais, a close-up medium. T117t iilans, of course, that the lens'
must be close to.the Subject. The closer the viewer gets to the screen, the fuzzier
the image will becomethe presence of large-screen TVs in, taverns and pubs

,:. demonstrates this.point nicely_ None of the front-row seats is taken.
...
. i(i Television' doesn't saiet

dosed-circuit
ey. If a school district is in financial trouble, it

'won't help a bit .to run out and purhase.a osed-circUit TV system. You can't
avoid hiring competent classroom teachers by substituting televisjon im es--it '
just doesn't work. In fact, television gets more and more expensive-as .eic ay
passes. TheNcost of equipment, spare parts, additional studio gadgetry, and skilled
profeitionals t operate and repair them has become, more costly as you.stt here .
reading. /*

.

Finally, television will not replace or even substitute for a creative human
mind. People tend to think of television as a "creative medium." It is. But there's
nothing inherently creative about the lenses, tubes, wires, and images which.it will
produce. %What is creative about television is the manner in which it is used by
professionals who understand their business. It's just like the computer. You put
garbage in, yqu get garbage out. And if you think instructional television systems
won't produce garbage, just ask your student's what they. thought of that last local
production. Some of their rrponSes.may.be most unflattering. -

.
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What kinds of things does television do well?

Well, if teles;ision is so inept at all of those things we've just disdussed, just
- what can it do? : .:

1-. -...

The-answer is plenty, but only if we're careful in our approach.

Television can bring to the classroom things which the student might never be
able to see in any other way. Or, it can familiarize the student with that which he
is about to see and must be able to recognize clearly when it occurs.

Television can magnify the microscopic. It can transmit benutiful color
pictures instantaneously over vast distances; people can share the same experience
at the very same time, though they may be separated by millions of milts in
space - -it all happens at the speed of light.

Television can shOw us things as they move, let us hear things as they-maice
noise, and do it at the same time. We can seethe non-verbal reactions of a man or
woman being interviewed; we can watch the litmus paper turn blue and the
chameleon change colors.

We can see it again on videotapeagain and again. 'A generation of students,
unborn when John Kennelly died, have watched his killer meet. his own unseemly.
end in a Dallas parking gthAseall on television. We can see i appen much more
slowly than it did in real life. The quarterback can deceive the linebacker time and

, again, but cannot foil the viewer's eye on television, for the television recording
disc can slow the action down to the point at which' it's barely, moving at all.

Television can provide us with a sense of motion where none appears to ekist;
time-lapse lifiotography allows us to see growth, development, and change in just a
matter of seconds. The TV screen can juxtapose elements which are widely-
separated in time, space, or consciousness. it can be done with split-screen images
or clever editing, but we'll see them just as if they were together, on Stir TV
screens.

Television can do. myriad things in an educational program becabie television
can do the very same things in the mind of-the viewer.

What is the task of the educator?
I

In a landmark collection of essays, Alfred North Whitehead (1919) observes
that education has but one purpose. Because the students are -alive, he says, the
purpose of education must be to stimulate and guide. their self-development. He
notes that while universities, are schools of education and research, the primary
reason for their existence is not to be found. in either the knowledge conveyed to.
*their students or in the opportunities fOr research afforded members -of the faculty.

"So far as the imparting of information is concerned,* he writes, no
university has had any Justification for existence since the popularization of
printing in the fifteenth. century:. The justification for a universityor any
educational institution for that matteris that it preserves the connection
knowledge and the zest for life.
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. The usiversity imparts'information, but it imparts- it imaginatively. At
least, this is the ftinction which it skould perform; for society., A
university which fails in this respect has. no reason ,fo' existence. This
atmolphere of excitement; arising from imaginative consideration,.
transforms knowledge. A fact is no longer a bare fact; it 4 invested
with all,its.2ossibilities. It is no Songer a burden on the memory; it is
energiiing Alothe poet of our dreams, and as' the .architect of our
purposes. (p. 93) 1

1

el
Thus, the task of a learning institution, in W-hitehead's view, is to weld

together imagination and_oriSerience. This would seem true of all institutionsof
learning, regardless of their location, enrollment, or curriculum. To assist the
institution and its,educaiors in their task of welding experience with imagination to
stimulate that "zest for4life" in the student; curriculum managers and Administra-

,1 tors must avail themselves of every opportunity, every circumstance, and every
aeVice which may reasonabIrbe expected t&telp them succeed.,

It is in this sense that television ma,' be most productive and most useful.
Johannes Gutenberg made it possible in 1456 to store large amounts of information
for future generations of scholars to peruse at their leisure, but he did not provide
them with means to motivate a recalcitrant student. If it is tiue,-..as has been
shown'in dozens of studies over the past 30 years, 'that television can effect, a
measurable impact an the affective and cognitive responses of a learner, if it can

I provide a stimulus to fuither inquiry and imaginative thifiking where none existed
earlier, then tele.vision is riot only educationally justifiable, it may be just what
you're looking for.

2
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PLANNING AND DESIGN PROCESS

Theodore W.. Pohrte

Where do we start?

As with any curriculum design project, the first and key step in the process of
designing and establishing an instructional telecommunications operation is a needs
assessment study. Such a study should address not only the real and perceived
needs of the potential student' population and their demographjc characteristics,
but the goals and missions of the institution, availability (or obtainaliility) of the
resources necessary to mount, a significant effort successfully, and the level of
commitment and support to be expected from the chief adininistrator and faculty
eaders.

Instructional needs assessments conducted to date range from the statistical-
ly controlled and sophisticated to the offhand. A profit-making orginization
interested in supplying telecpmmunications services to customers, Hughes Aircraft
Corporation, and an academic agency, the Uniitersity of Mid-America, have
surveyed broad samples of the population to determine the formal and informal
needs of potential audiences. Every college offering TV-based instruction on a
regular basis asks its students, as a matter of course, to complete questionnaires in
which, among other things, they are polled as to their programming preferences.

Row do we identify the potential student population and Its needs?

"The assessment undertaken by the Coast Community Colleges District
exemplifies a carefully planned procedure undertaken by an academic producer.
KOCE-TV, a public 'UHF station owned and operated by Coast Community
Colleges, began operation in November 1972 and, with funding from the Corpora-
tion for Public Broadcasting, conducted a series of surveys in its service area. A
telephone survey of 2,873 telephone subscribers in 1973 collected information on
the characteristics of. the KOCE-TV audience as well as their perceptions of public
service needs- and their interest M college level television courses.. Respondents
were also asked to suggest topics or areas for courses .that they would be interested
in, and a follow-up survey was conducted in 1974 (KOCE-TV, 1974a, -1975a).
Videotaped discussion panels composed of community leaders representing ten .
distinct population groups focused on ways in which the station could serve these
groups, including both informal and credit telecourses (KOCE-TV: 1974d). Groups
of lay people from the five most clearly defined groups subsequently reviewed the
tapes of these discussions (KOCE-TV, 1974c). Two additional studies examined the
ways in which people in the service area learned,about public service programming
awl tetecourses (KOCE-TV, 1974b, 1975b). .

i*

However, most institutions do not conduct such extensive surveys of potential
telecourse student audiences. Questionnaire surveys are expensive, and experience
has showh that there can lie a very real gap between the expression of interest and

6...-1actually enrolling in a course. Some of the reasons fo 's discrepancy were
explored, by the University of Mid-America (UMA) whe th enrollment in SUN
(State,UniversitY of Nebraska) courses dropped sharply in the s nd semester they
were iffered, even though a high level of interest had been expressed by potential
students in surveys. A follow-up of individuals who did not enroll in a course after
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requesting information identified a number of factors which \could influence the
decision to enroll and elicited suggestions for courses in which the respondents
would be interested. Walsh discussed seven of these factors in the context of
institutional goals: cost of tutition and course materials; need for greater aware-
ness of educational opportunities; need of the sponsoring institution, industry, or
community to establish.credibility; perceived worth or value of education; courses
being offered; entrance qualifications and self concept; and availability or acces-
sibility of educational Offerings (1975). In her analysis of these factors, Williamson
designates costs, promotion, and course needs as high priority areas for the
sponsoring institution, and discusses the interaction of cost with variouso other
factors (1975).

Fortunately, a body of data on students who have enrolled for credit in
telecourses is available, and can be used to predict with some accuracy what the
student vewers in a telecourse will be like. Although the data varies from course
to course and from college to college,* the general profile remains much the same
(Hewitt and Lee, 1979, p. 15).

Such information is plentiful. The Dallas County Community College District
(DCCCD)"has been compiling infor ation about the telecourse student since the
beginning of their program, using elephone surveys, student questionnaires,
computer print-outs of demographic info ation on students, compar'. s between
telecourse and on-campus student demographics and characteri cs, an special
projects designed to obtain "typical .student" profiles (ITV ... , 1979. UMA
analyzed data taken from registration forms and student questionnaires to deter-".mine the characteristics of the students who enrolled in the first three SUN
courses (Eggert, 1975), and the KOCE-TV needs assessment project included three
such studies. The second, in the spring of 1974; surveyed 3,230 students in five
coursesanthropology, freehand sketching, physical geography, family risk man-
agement, and sewingand the third compared the results of this study with a
comparable survey done the preceding semester. These studies provide deroograph7 )

t is information on students who dropped out as well as those who completed the
courses, the grade distribution, the proportion of students in credit and non-credit
courses, and student evaluations of specific courses (KOCE-TV, 1974e-g).

t
PtediAling the number of students who will enroll in a given course is more

difficult,. and this can pose a real problem for producers and publishers of study
guides, books, and other print materials designed to accompany the television
component. Publishers have reported book returns as high as 50 percent, and
Dallas, even with several years of experience in presenting telecourses, has about a
25 percent return on its books. However, it is also possilile to be too. conservative,
as when Coastline under-ordered by more than 200 boots for "The Shakespeare
Plays.' Munshi bemoans the lack of research that could 'serve as a basis for the
development of dependable guidelines for such predictions (1980, p. 47).
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* See Zigerell, p. 6 of this publication.
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Nhat do we-know about viewers -- 'informal' learners'--who follow courses out
or general.interest, to satisfy Intellectual curiosity rather than to earn
credits?

Over the past 20 years, occasional studies of the size of the audience for ITV
programs presented ori open air,Isave been made by rating services. One such study
disclosed that an average of about 10,000 viewers watched a single program of'the
Chicago TV College out of general interest. A recent survey In Chicago indicated
that a program of the Kentucky GED series, a none- credit offering designed to
encourage and help people prepare for the high school, equivalency examination,
may be viewed by as many as 10,000 viewers at noon on Saturday. Although the
latter figure may not seem particularly relevant to this question, since most of the
viewers are watching for reasons her than the desire for intellectual challenge, it1
is' significant in that it.confirm that there is a- sizable audience of "informer
learners out there. On the whole, surveys of the total audience for programs of
well-produced series distributed by academic%.praducerssur..veys Conducted by
Coast Community Colleges District, for exampleindicate that the number watch-
ing at times approximates that for a program of a PBS general-audience series.

Yet there is a great need to fill the gap left by our admitted ignorance of the
characteristics and wants of the many people willing t watch an instructional
program without enrolling for credit. CPB's Adult Lear ing Service has recently
commissioned a study of such informal learners and an dolt education specialist
friim the University of Maryland has been engaged to evise a method for- the
study, which will focus on who they are, what their goals e, and how many can be
induced to enroll formally. _

,---
What kinds of resources are needed to supply programing needs?

0

)

The production of a course for television is both complex and expensiy,e, and
it is essential that a realistic appraisal be made to determine whether sufficient
funding, staff, and facilities are or can be made available to the producer. While
the costs of production can vary widely, depending on the desired production
quality and the availability of resources, all entail the services of specialized staff,
including instructional designers anekactors to present the material, whether they
are qualified faculty from the institution or imported talent. Facilities and
equipment for filming may be furnished by the institution (under the rubric of
overhead?), but videotape must be purchased, and printed materials for the course
must be developed and produced if they are not available commercially. If the
institution does not own broadcasting facilities, arrangements must be made with
local stations, which mayor may not donatt time for such a project.

I Once the programs are produced; institutions must provide for administra-
'on, recruiting and enrolling students, and providing student support services --all

o 'which require much time and effort. Both...clerical and professional staff time
are involved here, as well as supplies, postage, and the development and dissemina-
tion of promotional materials. Evaluation studies based on student surveys and
class data will require additional staff time at the completion of the course. ..-

t
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What administrative and faculty support are important to the success of the
project?

Since telecourses cannot be offered in a vacuum, such suppdrt can be crucial.
Tbe course, must be approved by an appropriate curriculum committee or faculty
group before it can be offered, and a place made for it either in the appropriate
academic department or extension course unit. Such policy matters as the kind and
amount of credit to be given, grading options, student prerequisites, and the extent
of$ the financial commitment of the institution must be decided. Representatives
of the faculty, administration, and public relations staff should be included in the
initial design and planning stages,'Fand theft: input and coopetiviOn requested during
development and implementation. The chief administrator is also a valuable asset
in dealing ,with such outside agencies as the local public teleyision station, the
state legislature, and professional associations, as well as any faculty members who
may feel threatened by he establishment of a telecourse program.

I have enough information at this point to start' planning the course?

Yes. this is the time to set the goa nd develop the "game plan" that will
guide your progress through the remaining steps. Contingency plans to provide
alternative coursespf action if the original does not work out as expected should
be built into the plan, as well as provision for systematic program review and
evaluation procedures.

Now can I get feding fon the project?

This is a critical question for a,11 .of us these days. Unless funds are already
committed or readily available, the first task is to identify sources of money and
support. Some possibilities worth exploring include:

Grantsfederal government, state government, local, foundation:-
Cooperatiy.e arrangements with business and i us try.
CooperEfive arrangements with commercial or foreign broadcasters;
Miami-Dade, for example, has produced a dr asseries (distributed by
Films, Incorporated) in cooperation with a BBC agency that filmed
British actors doing the plays.
Consortial arrangements with sistetiinekitutjoin local area, state-wide,
natiooalwith a sharing of costs tind serik-es.
Institutional funds.
Pay-as-you-go, hoping to find support at each separate stage. If this
is your only alternative, you will probably never get a significant, useful
program off the, ground. It Might be better to re-examine your goals,
p riorities, commitments, and resources.

Just a word about cooperative production arangements: since the production
of a telecourse comprising 30 programs, each 30 minutes long, that will be
marketable td other institutions is so costly, it is not uncommon nowadays for
community colleges to pool their resources in the co-production of courses. Of
Man and His Earth, for example, a successful and widely used course in cultural
geography, was co-produced by the Maryland Center for Public Broadcasting and
the City College of Chicago. The Chicago community College district contributed
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a sum of money to help underwrite costs an the services.of a geographer from one
of its faculties to help in content planning. e Maryland Center, state authority
which operates a TV broadcast and production ontribut its professional,
staff and facilities over the period of almost two years he course was in
production. In addition, the center assigned a person to locate and clear existing
film for use in the series. Such a telecourse would certainly have been beyond the
reach of either the Chicago college or a Maryland community cqllege working on
its own.

For readers who wonder about the availability of outside support for
production, it sh d be noted that a number of academic producerse.g., UMA and
Coast - -find go rnment and private foundation support. Others--notably Coast
again, Norther Virginia Community College, the Southern California Consortium
for Commun: College Television, Miami-Dade--have collaborated with commer-
cial publisher and audioVisual distributors, with the latter contrilittrang 'financial
support and, in return, ,reserving certain rights in the video and print materials
produced. rgen Community College of New Jers\y works extensively with CBS
in producing and presenting early morning courses on network stations. Bunker Hill
College in Massachusetts has entered into interesting arrangements with local
industrial corporations whereby the college presents video4ased instruction in
occupational and general education subjects on company sites. The Milwaukee
Area Technical College has always cooperated extensively with local industries and
state gqvernmental agencies in developing and presenting video-based instructional
materials, particularly in vocational/occupational areas, as have Dallas and Tarrant
County Community College Districtilin the Dallas-Fort Worth area.

It seems inevitable, given the high costs of telecourse production and the
resultant necessity of ensuring wide usage to justify such costs, that there will be
more and more- production On a consortial basis.

tow do I deternble the kind of staff I will need for the project?'

Now that the game plan has been developed and funding arranged far, it is
time to decide the number and qualifications, of staff members you will need to
come up with a successful product. The formation of a team of ,experts was found
to be a fruitful approach at Dallas. Such a team usually includes the following: a
program administrator who is very conversant with the latest approaches to mast
media learningt instructional felecomrnunicitions design specialist familiar with
instructional to technology and applied learning behavior theory; a teleyision producer
or producer/director experienced in the application of production elements and
techiques to effective learning; a film director/cinematographer skilled with color-
sound film making and/or TV camera techniques; an experienced film or videtape
editor; trained script writers and a skilled rewrite editor/copy reader; content
specialists in the subject area; a graphic artist; and clerical support people.

If you must operate your own production studio and trans. mission facility, you
will need yet another covey of professionals, i.e., engineers and a technical crew.
Sim* colleges that maintain facilities capable or work of broadcast quality must do
so on a year-round 'basis, there is much to be said fici.contracting for echnical
production services with outside agencies as they are required.

34
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What will the staff .need to get on with the job?

f

No matter how you .do-it,- the final critical task is to locate and obtain the
required facilities, equipment, and materials. It may be th4t, in place of actukil
dollars, your benefactors or partners will prefer to contribute facilities, equipment,
materials, and/or essential services. A wok of caution is in order here: be ps
careful and as choosy as you dare in accepting contributions other than moneythe
assistance of studio personnel, for example. You may be acquiring more problems
than assistance, as some colleges have learned.

What are the stages in the design process?
IF

When the level" and source of funding are known, staff identified, and
facilities and materials lined tip, it is time to review and refine the game plan and
get started.

.. The Coast Community College model described by Purdy (1980) has become
more or less standard. The instructional developer, who will serve as coordinator
throughout the process, works with content specialists - -an academic "advisor or
advisory committeeto develop an overall course descriptison and course goals.
Specific lesson topics are identified, the lesson sequAnce determined, and instruc-
tional objectives are written for each lesson. These objectives specify the exact
learning behaviors to be demonstrated by the student. The)._11.1v" later be included in
the 'study guide.

The full team then goes over the course lesson by lesson, deciding on the type
of treatment to be used for eachobjectivetext, text and video, or video only.
The course team works from program content outlines to plan program treatment
and decide on the most effective way- to present the content of a given program;
e.g., an in-studio demonstration, an interview with an expert, on-site filming, or
adaptation of an existing film. Early on, too, a decision must be made as to
whether to use aWon-camera host, and, if so, an academic or professional actor.
Budget, of course, will help dictate how much on-site filming can be done, how
often animation can be used, how much can be spent to clear film protected by
copyright.

Print materials to acorn pany the course must also be designed at this stage.
The instructional designer and publication specialist determine the format of the
study guide, acid a sample chapter is prepared to accompany a pilot TV segment...,
This lesson, .complete with test items, must be evaluated thoroughly by the
advisory committeeyadmirdstrators, outside funders, and students, so that neces-
sary revisions can bemade in both the print and video materials before the course
goes into full production.

The instructional designer, as *production coordinator, oversees the entire
production process tct ensure the integration of the various course components, sees
to it that communication is maintained between members or the course team and
that any necessary reports are prepared and circulated, and mediates any disagree-
ments over content. Toward the end of the process, the publications staff and
'instructional designer start to produce a faculty manual.
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What *Ads of printed materials will we need?

As experience at Dillas, Coast, Miami-Dade, and elsewhere has shown biyond
any doubt, a comprehensive, well-structured study guide is a key eleMent in the
mastery of course objectives by students. Consequently, much importance is
placed on both the content and format of the guide, which should provide complete
instructions, study assignments, drill, .study aids', and advice. Self-testing and
enrichmnt activities should'also be included.

Other course components may include textbooks, readys, art prints, musical
tapes, and other appropriate materials, depending on the course. Some of these
materials may be commercially available, and some must be produced for the
course, At Dallas, for example, rea gs for a literature course were incluided in
the study guide when no satisfactorjy reader_could be found; a business textbook
which mot cover' several 'key topics was supplemented with -journal articles,
reports, ch s, and graphs in the study guide; art print book and
audiotape were developed and produced for a humanities course; and a special lab
manual with mail -in review sheets was designed for an earth science, course.
Composition students were given pre-addressed assignment packets with self-
carbon paper so that both .the students and their instructor could have"topies of the
essays and teacher comments. However, it mugt.,0,0 remembered that permission
needs to be be obtained to reproduce copyrighted materials.

°

What about old- fashioned face- to-face coniact between student and instruc-
tor? How is this provided for?",

Every telecourse designer, it almdst goes without saying, must allow for some
form of live interaction between student and instructor, tutor, learning manager- -
whatever he or she may be calledeven thoiigh, as expedience shouts, successful
telecourse ttudents can learn on their own "at a distance" and, therefore, do nolo,
require all the opportunities for live contact possible in° th2 conventional class-,
room. But TV students must have the chance to consult 'with instructors and
coordinators on the telephone or to meet with them VI scheduled seminars and
conferences. All effective telecourse operations provide such opportunities, some
even setting up expensiVe telephone "hot lines" on d 24-hour basis and maintaining
speciil centers for TV students.

9

Telecourse students also appreciate the.reassurance and feedback provided by
correspondence assignments which are read and promptly returned with an instruc-
tor's comments and advice. Self-scoring% quizzes also supply instant checks on
progress. Miami-Dade has developed an ingenious computer-based, individualized
system called RSVP which checks the° student's progress and prescribes corrective

s' procedures in cases of deficiency. In the early 1960's, Chicago...TV College officials
learned that the drop-out rate' in TV courses could be dramatically reduced if a
course study guide contained self-scoring progress tests for* every unit of a course.

The trick, as successful designers have learned, is to plan the telecourse so
that the stuident never feels that he must be on his own. An institution employing
telecourseslin its program of instruction has the obligation of seeing to it that help
is always there whenever it is needed.'

Institutions utilizing telecourses regularly are also rearming that an important
'job still remains to be done inbfitcultr development. Faculty supplying supportive
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instruction for telecourses 4.nust learn that their role is different from that of the
classroom teacher and lecturer--and just as important in its own way.

What about telecourses like the Ascent of Nan and Classic Theatre? How do,

they differ frost courses designed specifically as telecourses?

Mi.ami-Dade, Coast Community College, and the University of California, $an
Diego, were among the 'first to spot the potential for direct college-level
instruction in such superb general- audience series as Ascent of Man and Civilisa-
tion, two of the most effective of the so-called "wrap-around". telecourses. Over
100,000 students have enrolled in the Ascent of Man for credit. The famous
programs featuring the late Jacob Bronowski and Sir Kenneth Clark are called
'wrap-arounds .because the video programs, produced as cultural features for
general audiences, were later converted into credit courses by the addition of study
guides and other study materials. Fortunately for the course designers, both
Civilisation and Ascent of Man were accompanied by trade editcalipook.slater
made available in textbook editionsthat contained the TV scripts illustrated by
many of the visuals used in the programs.

A number of wrap-arounds have appeared. Although broadcast in this country
by PBS stations, most of them were produced in England by the BBC. Best s the
two alreidy mentioned, perhaps the most successful have been Americ d The
Long_ Search, a series in comparative religion. The Shakespeare Plays, now
appearing at the rate of six a year from the BBC ,and broadcast by PBS, have
understandably excited strong interest in colleges awl universities. 'Study guides to
the plays are prepared as they appear, with Coast, the Bay Area Consortium, and
University of California, San Diego, as leaders in this effort. A Shortened
paperback edition of the Riverside text, the study materials, and the half-dozen
Ow presented during the year add up to a rewarding and unusual three-credit hour
(or fewer, depending on the participating institution) course for off-campus
students. The plays, of course, also serve as invaluabl4 supplements for classrooip,

...courses in Shakespeare cr the drama.

Videocassette recordings oinost wrap-around series can be purchased by
colleges and universities: until recently, Time-Life'controlled distribution rights
for BBC productions in this country. Broadcast rightsincluding broatcast on
cableare restricted, although some colleges offer the course on an independent
study basis, with students watching cassettes in study centers.

How effective are wrap-aoruddi?

Leslie Purdy of Coastline -Community College and Darrell Icenogle of the
University of galifornia Extension, with support from the National Endowment for
tho Humanities; did an in-depth investigation of the national expprience with
Classic Theatre: The Humanities in Drama, a wrap-around, course for which staff
from the authors' institutions prepared study materials. Faculty, administrators,
and students in 24 two-year and four-year colleges ,around the country were
surveyed. (In .this respect, it should be noted that wrap-around courses, the
programs of which are aired by PBS stations during prime viewing hours all over
the nation, are, in effect, "national" telecourses. )\ Responses were generally
favorable, with complaints, however, about exam ques ns showing signs of hasty

4
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,composition, etc. The most serious complaints centered around adapting the PBS
schedule to academic calendars:

. ck..

Currehr practices and procedures of the Public'Televipion Service do
not typically permit the kind of lead-time for course production,
distribution, and local implementation that . . . institutions desire.
(Purdy and Icenogle; 1976, p. 117)

Wrap-around courses would be more effective and easier to adapt to local
institutional use if the study materials could be planned and prepared at the same
time as the video programs and trade books. As things now stand, study materials
must be readied in great haste between the completion of production and the initial
airing of the program on, PBS. This can be an impossibly shorn time, especially
since the course materials must be distributed-to participating colleges throughout
the country before the air date. If TV producers were ivilling to involve those who
prepare the ancillary study materials at the earliest stage, faculty best qualified to
prepare materials'copld be located and recruited, the materials could be designed

4
and thought out more carefully, and they could be more effectively integratedointo
the series as a whole. Too often, the study materials seem an afterthought,-

Then too, as Purdy and Icenogle recommend, Public Broadcasting officials
should be encouraged to plan their schedules in consultation with academic
administrators. Thus, airing the six Shakespeare plays aver an entire calendar

......1
/year, delaying the announcement of broadcast dates until the last moment and then
changing dates after,the schedule has been announces- -all these pose insurmount-
able problems. for the academic administrator who must prepare announcements of
course offerings well in advance and promote speCial offerings like telecourses in
the local community.

--//Ope reason,, as we shall see later, that consortia of telecourse users are
multiplying, is the:need of educatorsto speak to broadcasters with one voice. The
Instructional Teleommunieations Consortium (ITC) at the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges is an instance of this development on a national
scale. The current 18 ITC memberst.local consortia themselves or multi-campus
colleges, represent more than 180 individual colleges in all sections of the country.
With such a broad constituency, the ITC is obviously in a stronger position to
encourage public broadcasting and federal officials to explore ways of involving the
higrei. education community in programming decisions and the shaping of televom-_
inunications policy. Consortia springing up in regions and, stations throughout the
nation are now approaching broadcasters and speaking for sizeable constitutencies.

Signs point to increasing cooperation between public broadcasters and post-
secondary educators. As already mentioned, the Corporation for Public Broadcast-
ing commissioned a study of relations between colleges and universities.and public
broadcast stations several years ago, and maintains an active and productive, unit
on adult learning 'projects. PBS through its satellite-based PTV-3 educational/
instructional service, scheduled to begin in the fall of 1981 on over 100 stations and
in several hundred participating colleges, will be working closely with higher
education in reaching w students. The PBS/Annenberg Schools of Communica-
tions Project will undoubtedly prompt many new alliances between public telecom
munications and higher education.

I
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What about the ',consortia, sent:toned so freguently.already? What are they?
What do they do? '

A consortium is simply a group of institutions cooperating to achieve a,
Common goal or goals. Some are formally chartered as non-profit organizations' "".4.1.
and are governed by by-laws and constitutions; others operate in a casual, ad hoc
way, the members joining forces to achieve a limited goal and then disbanding or
becoming inactive once the goal has been achieved. Understandably, in this period
of dwindling resources, consortial arrangements which involve sharing*. existing
resources or pooling them look more attractive.

C nsortia are nothing gsr4n higher eduCation. They .are now becoming
!common. "n the world of instructional telecommunications, especially among the
two-year °lieges, which until now have been the most Ixtensive users. of mita-
based materials. Some, like the AACJC's ITC, a co-sponsor of this study, rest on a
national bale". The National Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities,
in fact, is about to organize a group that will be the four-year college counterpart
of the ITC, a sign of the li&ely interest in telecommunications uses among upper -
division institutions.

Other consortia are based in regions, states, or local areas. The 'Eastern
Educational Consortium (EEC) is a prime example of a flourishing regional TV
consortium, with two-year and four-year college members in five major states
The Sbuthern California Consortium for CommuOty 'College Television, the Bay
Area 'Consortium, the Southern Illinois Collegiate Common Maine l (all ITC
members) are examples of regional groupings within states. A notewoithy
statewide consortium of two-year colleges has been active Florida for several
yeais, acquiring telecourses to be presented on public TV sta ions throughout the
state.

The University of Mid - America (UMA) and the recently established National
Uni rsity Consortium (NUC) represent special -kinds of Consortia. The former,
hea quarted in Lincoln, Nebraska, is made up -of the Midewest's Big Eight
universities, offering its courses through the extension divisions. 'With funding
from the National Institute of Education and other organizations, UNIA. has
produced ,coursesTV and radiodesigned to extend university-level education to
the adult population. UMA now plans .to expand into an American Open University
that will enable students to, earn degrees in certain areas by combining credits
earned elsewhere with credit, earned by examination, through life experience, by
media-based study, correspondence, etc.

NUC is a group of some ten colleges and universities that offer British Open
University courses adapted for U.S. collegiate use by the University of Maryland.
Video programs are broadcast by PBS stations agreeing to participate. Supported
during its beginning stages by the Carnegie Foundation, the consortium is head-,
qqartered at the University of Maryland.

What are the advantages in ccesottia?

For one thing, consortia of telecourse users can acquire existing visleo .and
other materials at much more advantagebui rates. Since the costs are spread
among members, single institutions; that otherwise could not afford to lease
materials can do so. This is certainly one of the- most attractive features of
membership for most institutions.

I
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Second, colleges interested in pro d'uckng telecourses are finding that costs
can quickly become prohibitive. For example, no one of the five or six institutions
that pooled"- financial and ,faculty resources to produce Understanding Human
Behavior at Station KOCE-TV, Coast Community College's production facility,
could have afforded or. proddced such a sound and attractive course on its own.

Production consortia, too, can be effective in attracting money and support
from outside sources, federal agencies, private foundations! and commercial
publishers. A group of five or six community college districts, each with large
enrollments, is some assurance of significant target audience "impact; in that
extensive use and adoption are guarani ed in advance, a matter of great concern to
funding agepcies. In addition, a coin rcial publisher willing to put risk capital
into a telecourse is guaranteed access to a market of some magnitude for print and
filrh materials.

We have already noted that the consortium is also a useful way of forting a
"constituency" for college telecommunications users, producers, and distributors.
Members of the ITC, for example, are unanimous in agreeing that the consortium
has made telecommunicatibns policy makers at the national level aware that higher
education has a stake in policy determination and resource allocation. As already ,

indicated, the ITC represents not only the interests of a single institution but the
common interests of over 150 college's nationwide. Two-year and four-year
colleges are learang that in union there is strength. They have learnedto take
another examplethat when dealing with municipalities and governing bodies about
to award franchises to cable operators, the legitimate interests of educators in
reserving channels are best served by forming a united front.

Are there disadvantages in consoTtial'arrangements?
t

Of course, not all consortia are effective. For one thing, higher education
consortia are seen by some faculty and administrators as running counter to the
jealously preserves autonomy of U.S. higher education institutions. Unless goal*
are carefully defined and limited and thus appear non-threatening.to institalonal
autonomy, consortia can degenerate into little more than excuses for occasional
off-campus luncheon meetings. -

I: A, .
The goals of telecouile producers and users are usually limited pnd specific,

and, as already indicated, are ones that no single institution can achieve on its own.
Thus far, no complaints have been heard about telecourse collaboration endanger-
ing local self-determination. Already cited studies conducted of the Ascent of Man
and Classic Theatre, national telecourses, disclosed no,signitaant faculty resent-
Thents or fears that theirsurriculum-shaping prerogatives had been infringes (see
Hoachlander, 1977; Purdy and Icenokle, 1976). 't

Only if large regional consortia begin to coalesce .,to as to form national
curriculum planning and production groups can we anticipate charges of attempts
to develop and foist upon U.S. higher education.a national curriculum, or national
curricula, something alien to our tradition.

I:
The disadvantage just mentioned, of course, poses broadly philosophic ques-

tions and .is highly speculative. It is not, and may never be, a real issue. The one
real, though occasional, disadvantage of consortial arrangements at the moment

7revolves around the problems of producing a collective product that is both
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distinctive and genuinely representative of the views of the collaborators. There
is always the danger that consortial co-productions stunt individual.creativity and
settle at the the level of the-lowest common dehominator.

Consortium coordinators must be strong leaders and masters of compromise.
When they are, consortial-products are outstanding ,and worth all the effort. If
they are note the resulting product can have a mediocrity that hardly justifies the
effort.

DisaCtiantages or not, the trend toward consortial arrangements is inevitable,
particularly in telecommunications, where spiraling costs and scarce talent make
cooperation imperative.
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